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We use a social contagion lens to study the dynamic, temporal process of the diffusion of electronic medical
records in the population of U.S. hospitals. Social contagion acknowledges the mutual influence among

organizations within an institutional field and implicates information transmission through direct contact and
observation as the mechanisms underlying influence transfer. We propose hypotheses predicting a hospital’s
likelihood of adopting electronic medical records as a function of its susceptibility to the influence of prior
adopters, the infectiousness or potency of influence exerted by adopting hospitals, and its social and spatial
proximity to prior adopters. Results obtained by fitting a heterogeneous diffusion model to data from a sam-
ple drawn from an annual survey, spanning 1975 to 2005, of almost 4,000 U.S. hospitals suggest that diffusion
can be accelerated if specific attention is given to increasing social contagion effects. In particular, with respect
to susceptibility to influence, greater hospital size and age are positively related to the likelihood of adoption
for nonadopters, whereas younger hospitals are associated with greater infectiousness for adopters. A hospi-
tal’s “celebrity” status also contributes to its infectiousness. We further find strong effects for social proximity
and significant regional effects for spatial proximity and hospital size, suggesting that geographical covariates
should be included in diffusion studies. Results also reinforce the importance of theorizing about and including
interactions in examinations of social contagion.
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1. Introduction
Why do firms in an industry adopt new technologies
at different rates? What mechanisms influence the dif-
fusion of technological innovations across a popula-
tion of potential adopters? These questions have been
of importance to researchers and policy makers who
are interested in the swift adoption of new technolo-
gies and processes that may increase social welfare.
The health-care industry is a compelling example of
a population that exhibits significant variation in the
rate at which hospitals adopt and accept technological
innovations. Indeed, it has become popular to sug-
gest that the health-care system in the United States is
broken and that information technology (IT) enabled
transformations are vital for the industry (Lorenzi

et al. 2005). Yet, hospitals have been strikingly slow to
adopt IT (Ash and Bates 2005, Bates 2000, Bower 2005,
DesRoches et al. 2008, Jha et al. 2009). Because IT can
alleviate persistent problems such as patient safety
concerns, medical errors, and escalating costs, accel-
erating its diffusion is a crucial public policy issue
(Bower 2005, Bush 2004, Pan et al. 2004). Health IT
(HIT) has assumed center stage in recent discussions
of health-care reform, and the U.S. government has
increasingly turned to mandates and incentives for
speeding up adoption rates.1

1 On February 17, 2009, U.S. President Barack Obama signed into
law HR 1, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which
allocates $19.2 billion dollars in funding to support the adoption
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Electronic medical records (EMRs) are one of the
foundational but nonetheless controversial technolo-
gies for digitization of health care. An EMR is a
digital repository of patient data that is shareable
across stakeholders, such as clinicians, insurance com-
panies, employers, and within a hospital and/or
health system. Typical EMR systems incorporate fea-
tures such as a clinical data repository, computerized
patient records, decision support applications, inte-
gration with other systems, and transaction process-
ing capabilities. The EMR has been characterized as
one of the significant innovations to emerge in the
health-care industry in recent years (Jha et al. 2009).
It offers the promise of unifying fragmented data and
applications and allows the practice and administra-
tion of medicine to incorporate more evidence-based
decision making (Elson and Connelly 1995). Yet, it
also raises concerns about physician control, privacy
(Gostin and Hodge 2002), and implementation costs
(Hartley and Jones 2005). Furthermore, some argue
that the benefits of HIT in general and EMRs in par-
ticular have yet to be proven and that there are unin-
tended consequences with its use (Ash et al. 2004,
Chaudhry et al. 2006, Koppel et al. 2005, Wachter
2006). Therefore, it is not surprising that the diffu-
sion of EMRs across the United States has been slow
(Ash and Bates 2005, Bower 2005). Though the tech-
nology has been available commercially for over three
decades, studies show that its adoption rates are con-
sistently below 30%, with some estimates as low as
7.6% for a basic electronic health record (EHR)2 sys-
tem (Jha et al. 2009),3 underscoring the uncertainty
hospitals confront in their decision to acquire the
innovation (Greve 2009).
A variety of theoretical perspectives have been used

to investigate the adoption and diffusion of inno-
vations. Prior studies have used variance models to
study the penetration of IT innovations in a popula-
tion, where a firm’s inherent propensity to adopt the
innovations has been predicted according to organi-
zational factors such as size, structure, and resources
(Fichman 2004). Such models have implicitly assumed

and use of health information technology (see Title XIII entitled the
“Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act” or the “HITECH Act”).
2 The terms EHR and EMR have been used synonymously in the
literature; however, in 2008 the National Alliance for Health Infor-
mation Technology suggested that the term EMR be used for elec-
tronic record systems that are not interoperable, and that EHR be
used when health information is shared electronically among mul-
tiple entities. In this paper, the terms EHR and EMR should be
assumed to be synonymous.
3 All studies of EHR adoption prior to Jha et al. (2009) yielded
significantly higher rates of adoption, typically ranging from
10%–30%. The lower rate reported in the Jha et al. (2009) study is
due to a more stringent definition of EHR.

that the adopting entity’s decision is primarily a func-
tion of its internal resources and traits. However,
organizational actions are deeply influenced by those
of other referent entities within a given social system
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983): nonadopters are influ-
enced by adopters over time, and they influence the
actions of other nonadopters after their own adoption
of the innovation. In other words, diffusion is a tem-
poral process of social contagion.
We use a social contagion lens to investigate the

processes underlying the diffusion of EMRs across the
target adopter population of U.S. hospitals. Conta-
gion occurs through observation, information trans-
mission, and learning. It offers a rich theoretical frame
for examining the diffusion dynamics of EMR adop-
tion by hospitals. First, the EMR itself is the “great
connector” within the health-care system, and it offers
significant network externalities. Though some bene-
fits of ownership will accrue to the owners of stand-
alone EMRs (Schmitt and Wofford 2002, Wang et al.
2003), exponential value is expected when EMRs are
linked across care providers, allowing the seamless
transfer of medical information (Hillestad et al. 2005,
Pan et al. 2004). Therefore, some regional players are
forming coalitions to connect both affiliated and com-
petitive providers. These coalitions create new mech-
anisms for disseminating information and shared
understanding among entities, and increase the visi-
bility and salience of hospitals’ actions to peers within
the community.
Second, hospitals compete through management

practices and the ownership of medical technologies
and specialized skills, rather than administrative tech-
nology or treatment innovations (Christensen et al.
2009). In the case of patient management and treat-
ment, it is considered unethical to withhold knowl-
edge about effective (or ineffective) methods from
other providers of care. Thus, extensive outlets exist
for communicating these innovations to the broader
population of providers, including such forums as
trade journals, academic publications, conferences,
and vast networks of member organizations and spe-
cial interest groups. Finally, it is notable that the hos-
pitals themselves do not “protect” their innovations
via patents or other intellectual property mechanisms,
further resulting in greater transparency and informa-
tion sharing.
Drawing on social contagion, we propose hypothe-

ses about a hospital’s likelihood of adopting EMRs
as a function of its susceptibility to the influence of
prior adopters, its proximity to prior adopters, and
the infectiousness or potency of influence exerted by
adopting hospitals. Using archival data from a sam-
ple drawn from an annual survey spanning 1975 to
2005 of almost 4,000 U.S. hospitals, we apply a het-
erogeneous diffusion model (HBM) technique to per-
form a temporal analysis of the dynamic contagion
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process. We find the infectiousness of hospitals that
have adopted, as well as a focal hospital’s suscepti-
bility to influence, are heterogeneously distributed in
the population. We also find strong effects for social
proximity on a hospital’s likelihood of adoption, and
regional effects for spatial proximity.
Our work departs from prior examinations of the

IT diffusion process in several key respects. First,
although others have applied concepts of social con-
tagion to understand the adoption (and abandon-
ment) of organizational practices across populations
of firms (e.g., Gaba and Meyer 2008, Greve 1995),
ours is one of the first studies to rigorously exam-
ine the dynamics of the contagion process in the con-
text of complex IT adoptions. Second, though prior
research has examined the adoption of EMRs, a major-
ity of the studies provide cross-sectional snapshots of
the phenomenon, limiting their ability to understand
how the actions of other hospitals within the national
ecosystem of health-care providers influence poten-
tial adopters. Finally, from a methodological perspec-
tive, this represents one of a handful of studies to
apply the HDM technique to study social contagion.
HDMs offer robust estimation methods to empirically
demonstrate the dual roles that entities can play both
as targets and sources of influence.
The remainder of this paper is structured as

follows. In the next section, we present the theoret-
ical background and develop the research hypothe-
ses. This is followed by a description of the methods
employed, including the data, variable operational-
ization, and analysis techniques. Finally, we present
results and end with a discussion of limitations, and
theoretical and practical implications of the findings.

2. Theoretical Background
The adoption and diffusion of innovations has been
examined in multiple disciplines and from a variety of
theoretical perspectives (for review, see Wejnert 2002,
Strang and Soule 1998, Fichman 2004). Given our the-
oretical stance of innovation diffusion as a process of
social contagion, we provide a brief review of the rele-
vant literature, followed by a discussion of the nature
of IT-based innovations in general and EMR systems
in particular.
Table 1 summarizes research that has examined the

drivers and facilitators of EMR adoption. Three obser-
vations are noteworthy. First, aside from Miller and
Tucker (2009), most studies have used cross-sectional
data and ignored the temporal nature of EMR adop-
tion and contagion effects caused by other hospi-
tals’ adoption. They have used standard regression
techniques in their empirical analyses. Second, no
study has adopted the social contagion lens, limit-
ing insights about the mutual and contingent influ-
ence between organizations in the same institutional

field. Prior research does not elaborate the “logics that
turn diffusion channels off and on,” (Still and Strang
2009, p. 60). Finally, none of these studies incorpo-
rated changes that are taking place in these covariates
over time and the effect of these changes on adoption.

2.1. The Process of Social Contagion
The term “contagion” originated in biological sciences
and is popularly used to signify the spread of dis-
ease through touch or other forms of close contact
among individuals. le Bon (1895) offered one of the
earliest treatments of social contagion and is famously
credited with describing “the crowd,” where the col-
lective rather than individual mind takes precedence
as a determinant of behavior. Studies of social conta-
gion have been conducted in multiple contexts includ-
ing the spread of hijacking attempts (Holden 1986),
diffusion of consumer durables (Van den Bulte and
Stremersch 2004), and the adoption of civil service
reforms (Tolbert and Zucker 1983). Although conta-
gion is frequently understood to connote the diffu-
sion of an idea or practice through a social system,
there is little agreement about its precise definition,
or the diffusion mechanisms underlying it (Gaba and
Meyer 2008). For instance, Marsden (1998) points to
multiple interpretations of the term in extant litera-
ture, including aspects of “noncriticality” (i.e., those
affected do not evaluate the idea being transmitted
rationally and systematically) and nonintentionality,
in that the recipient does not perceive the influencer
to be exerting influence intentionally. Still and Strang
(2009, p. 58) likewise note, “diffusion research devel-
ops little insight into the motives and mechanisms
that underlie interorganizational influence.” Nonethe-
less, whether social pressure is overtly analyzed a pri-
ori or it simply induces an automatic nonreflective
response, there is broad agreement that contagion
results in an increasing prevalence of the focal inno-
vation in the population under study (Strang and
Soule 1998).
What are the fundamental mechanisms underly-

ing social contagion in the ecology of organizations?
Contagion occurs either through the direct trans-
mission of information during interactions between
adopters and nonadopters, or via an observational
process where managers scrutinize their environment
and attend to the adoption decisions of other orga-
nizations (Strang and Soule 1998). Theoretically, the
literature views all prior adopters as “carriers” or
sources of contagious influence (Greve 1995). Thus,
the sheer number of adoptions by actors within a
given population4 drives subsequent adoption (e.g.,

4 The phenomenon of prior adoptions encouraging subsequent
adoption is one result of the presence of network externalities,
where “an increase in the number of users of a good increases the
value to other users” (Gowrisankaran and Stavins 2004, p. 260).
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Table 1 Prior Work Investigating Determinants of EMR Adoption in the U.S. Health System

Authors Theoretical logic Data and method Dependent variable Predictors

Kazley and Ozcan (2007) Resource dependency
theory: organizational
and environmental
factors drive EMR
adoption

• National cross-sectional
data on hospital EMR
adoption in 2004; 4,606
cases

• Logistic regression

EMR adoption in 2004 • Environmental factors
(competition, urban+,
per capita income,
change in
unemployment rate+�

• Organizational factors
(size+, ownership,
system affiliation+,
public payer mix,
teaching status,
financial resources)

Simon et al. (2007) Organizational and market
related factors that
influence EMR adoption
should affect the
adoption of
computerized physician
order entry (CPOE) with
computerized decision
support system (CDSS)

• Cross-sectional survey of
1,104 physician
organizations (medical
groups and independent
practices)

• Logistic regression

CPOE with integrated
CDSS adoption

• Organizational
characteristics (size,
age, number of clinic
locations, ownership)

• Market characteristics
(managed care
penetration in local
market, rurality,
external incentives for
improving quality+�

Miller and Tucker (2009) Network benefits related
to ability to exchange
information with
other hospitals
(interoperability) drive
EMR adoption: installed
base of EMRs in region
interacts with state level
hospital privacy laws

• Both time-series and
national cross-sectional
data

• Hospital EMR adoption in
2005; 3,988 cases

• Panel data on state-level
hospital privacy laws

• Linear probit

EMR adoption in 2005 • Network effects+

(installed base of EMRs
in local health service
area (HSA))

• Network effects×
state-level hospital
privacy laws (in states
w/o privacy laws−, in
states w/ privacy laws
not signif.)

• Controls (size+, age,
academic+, number of
hospitals in HSA–�

Markle Foundation (2004) Incentives should increase
the uptake of EMRs

• Cross-sectional survey Incentive required for
adoption

• Direct incentives for
HIT adoption estimated
at $24,000 per
physician�na�

Harrison et al. (2007) Conceptual paper
positions HIT adoption
in a framework
described by Interactive
Sociotechnical Analysis
(ISTA)

• Literature review and
conceptual development

Not applicable • The fit between new
HIT and existing
technical and physical
infrastructures is
important�na�

Jha et al. (2006) Surveys investigating EHR
adoption need to
explicitly define the
technology. Adoption of
EHRs varies by practice
size and type

• Literature review of extant
survey research conducted
between 1995 and 2005,
investigating HIT adoption

Adoption rate of EHRs
among health providers

• Limited hospital data
available but found
adoption rates in
practices varied
considerably, with
larger practices having
greater rate of
adoption+

Bates et al. (2003) Literature review and
conceptual paper
discussing benefits and
barriers related to the
adoption of electronic
medical records

• Literature review and
conceptual development

Not applicable • Discusses the barriers
to adoption of EMRs at
the practice level. Two
key barriers identified
are relevant in the
hospital context:
privacy and security of
data and physician
resistance�na�
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Table 1 (Continued)

Authors Theoretical logic Data and method Dependent variable Predictors

Jha et al. (2009) Exploratory investigation
based on prior work
using organizational
and market related
factors to determine
EHR adoption

• National cross-sectional
data on hospital EHR
adoption as of 2008 for
2952 acute care hospitals

• Defined two levels of
adoption: basic and
comprehensive EHR
functionality

Adoption of EHR
(expert-consensus
defined)

• Hospital characteristics
and factors that have
been cited as barriers
and facilitators such as
size+, academic+,
urban+, for profit–,
system member+,
capital requirements–,
and maintenance
costs–

Notes. Statistical significance is identified by +, –, or (na) (not applicable). If predictor is not statistically significant, no sign is noted.

Gaba and Meyer 2008). However, the dynamics of
the influence process are far more complex. A focus
on simple prevalence alone makes the erroneous
assumption that all nonadopting entities within a sys-
tem are equally likely to be affected, and that all prior
adopters exert homogeneous influence (Strang and
Tuma 1993). Such assumptions of spatial and tem-
poral homogeneity ignore the social structure of the
population under study in three respects (Strang and
Tuma 1993).
First, the effects of influence are likely to be het-

erogeneously experienced by nonadopters because of
variations in their immunity to influence. Wejnert
(2002, p. 320) alludes to this heterogeneity: “the
actor’s characteristics will modulate both the process
of information intake and the process of whether to
adopt an innovation.” Second, it is well known that
physical or social proximity plays a role in the trans-
mission of information and influence (e.g., Gaba and
Meyer 2008). Therefore, the degree to which the influ-
encee is proximate to the contagion source affects
the potency of the influence. This notion is implicit
in studies adopting a social network perspective,
where, for example, it is argued that structural rela-
tionships such as linkages or ties between organiza-
tions affect the rate and extent of influence transmittal
(Ahuja 2000), or that corporate contacts’ behavior is
more influential than the behavior of an organization
outside a specific reference group (Greve 1995, Rao
et al. 2000). Finally, the characteristics of the influence
carrier determine infectiousness. Entities within any
social system are differentiated. Some are influential
because they are exemplars that others seek to emu-
late (Ashforth and Humphrey 1997), and their behav-
iors garner more managerial attention (Rindova et al.
2006). Therefore, the adoption decision of some orga-
nizations is more consequential for nonadopters.

2.2. The Nature of IT Innovation and EMRs
Innovation typologies describe the characteristics of
innovations (Damanpour 1991) and include cate-
gories such as administrative and technical (e.g.,

Daft 1978, Damanpour 1987), radical and incremen-
tal (e.g., Dewar and Dutton 1986, Nord and Tucker
1987), or product and process innovations (e.g., Daft
1978). However, all innovations are innately fraught
with uncertainty, and managers face considerable
risk in the adoption decision. For IT innovations
in particular, scholars have observed that they are
often complex and that organizations face significant
“knowledge barriers” in successfully deploying them
(Attewell 1992, Fichman and Kemerer 1997, Paré and
Trudel 2007). Though an organization might make an
initial investment to adopt a new technology, there
is robust evidence of an “assimilation gap” when
the organization is unable to successfully implement
and deploy the acquired technology (Fichman and
Kemerer 1997).
Enterprise-wide technologies are complex, and

their implementation causes substantive changes in
processes, work routines, and established patterns
of interaction among organizational actors (Brynjolf-
sson and Hitt 2000). Studies of the implementation
of enterprise resource planning systems point to high
failure rates caused, in part, by the inherent complex-
ity of the technology (Weston 2001). Swanson (1994)
characterizes such technologies as “Type III” inno-
vations that integrate IT products and services with
other business technologies, and have a wide rang-
ing operational and strategic impact on the business.
Though such Type III innovations may offer consid-
erable benefits, the ambiguity surrounding an organi-
zation’s ability to appropriate the value implies that
the decision to adopt is fraught with managerial risk
and uncertainty.
Descriptions of the functionality of EMRs (Acs et al.

1994, Ash and Bates 2005) and studies of EMRs in
practice (Greatbatch et al. 1995, Warshawsky et al.
1994) suggest that they are complex innovations that
cause major shifts in the work practices of clinicians
and other personnel (e.g., Makoul et al. 2001). EMR
systems involve multiple users, with varying levels
of skill and experience. Some are well-trained admin-
istrators, but others use the system occasionally or
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superficially (Lapointe and Rivard 2005, Sánchez et al.
2005). Sánchez et al. (2005) note that EMR imple-
mentations must be successful on several dimensions:
effectiveness, efficiency, organizational attitudes, user
satisfaction, and patient satisfaction. Thus, the scale
and scope of the organizational change precipitated
by EMR systems is substantial, and it is evident that
hospitals would face considerable knowledge barri-
ers to implement them successfully. The fact that the
vast majority of hospitals have yet to adopt EMRs
reinforces the uncertainty surrounding the benefits of
adoption. Documented high-profile hospital IT project
failures, which have resulted in investment losses in
the tens of millions of dollars (Ornstein 2003, Scott
et al. 2005), as well as studies that have reported neg-
ative results of EMR adoption (Harrison et al. 2007,
Koppel et al. 2005) intensify the risks that managers
assume in their EMR adoption decisions. Social conta-
gion theory suggests that when performance is uncer-
tain, decision makers will seek insight from others
within their ecosystem (DiMaggio and Powell 1983,
Mansfield 1961).
Thus, theories of social contagion implicate infor-

mation transmission via direct contact or observa-
tional processes as microprocesses underlying the
spread of an innovation through a population (Strang
and Soule 1998). We have argued that, like many
technology-based innovations, EMRs pose consider-
able knowledge barriers for organizations. In turn,
this creates much uncertainty in the minds of poten-
tial adopters about whether and when to adopt. The
actions of prior adopters can serve as a powerful
source of uncertainty reduction about the risks and
benefits of the innovation. The degree to which con-
tagion occurs is a function of the source of influence,
the recipient of the influence, and the relationship
between the source and recipient. How is social con-
tagion between hospitals manifested in the context of
the complex technological innovation encapsulated in
the EMR? We propose specific hypotheses to elaborate
upon this process.

3. Hypotheses
3.1. Susceptibility to Contagious Influence
Within any institutional field, organizations are influ-
enced by each other in a variety of ways. Gaba
and Meyer (2008) examined within-population conta-
gion in the context of the adoption of corporate ven-
ture capital programs by IT firms and argued that
the extent of adoption among peer firms represents
a potent source of social influence for nonadopters.
They note that this expectation is supported by
multiple theoretical rationales, including neoinstitu-
tional theory that posits the existence of a process
of mimicry (DiMaggio and Powell 1983), vicarious

or social learning where the actions of others serve
as a basis for one’s own behavior (Bandura 1977,
Haunschild and Miner 1997), or simply rational-
choice arguments that greater adoption within the
population signals beneficial outcomes (Rogers 1995).
Though all nonadopters experience such influence

to some degree (a baseline contagion effect), the con-
tagion lens proposes that there is variation in orga-
nizational susceptibility to this influence (Strang and
Tuma 1993). Individual organizations draw upon their
experience and resources in forming their interpre-
tations about an ambiguous environment (Milliken
1990). The effects of prior adoption of EMRs on cur-
rent nonadopter hospitals are modulated by their
experience and knowledge (BarNir et al. 2003). In
particular, we expect that hospital age and size will
amplify the effects of prior adoptions. Established
firms understand the importance of external infor-
mation, particularly when confronting an uncertain
environment (Meyer 1982). Older and larger firms
recognize the significance of institutional legitimacy
within an organizational field, and managers within
such firms tend to conform to the dominant strate-
gic actions of others in their industry (Still and
Strang 2009).
In health care, it is a truism that the environ-

mental pressure for systemic change has existed for
over five decades. However, it has not altered the
institutional structure significantly because of politi-
cal and social resistance. Older hospitals have more
experience and are able to recognize that increasing
adoption of an innovation among their peers signals
the emergence of a new basis for competitive parity.
Therefore, they are likely to be more susceptible to the
influence of prior adopters. Experience can be accu-
mulated through environmental scanning (Thomas
et al. 1993) or through the knowledge embedded
within individuals and organizational routines (Daft
and Weick 1984). Once gathered, the information is
interpreted using an organizational framework, and
an action is planned (Gioia 1986). Although the inter-
pretation is often considered to be a managerial pro-
cess, organizations are interpretation systems because
scanning and sensemaking take place in a multitude
of ways by a variety of people (Daft and Weick 1984).
Larger organizations have more personnel resources
and have more opportunities for environmental scan-
ning. Therefore, larger hospitals are more likely to
notice the new adoption.
Furthermore, larger and older organizations are

likely to have more direct ties to external entities
because they have more employees and greater legit-
imacy earned through longevity. They can amplify
their opportunities for social learning through direct
transmission of information about the innovation. For
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example, larger hospitals have more consulting physi-
cians who work at other hospitals (Pisano et al. 2001).
This heightens the possibility of a direct contact in a
hospital that is a current adopter of EMRs. Finally,
even if smaller hospitals have appropriate scanning
processes in place and are able to observe the actions
of peers with some degree of certitude, they face sig-
nificant knowledge and resource barriers with respect
to the successful assimilation of a complex techno-
logical innovation. Knowledge barriers can elicit a
rational response from the hospital to choose not
to attend to the adoption of EMRs by other hospi-
tals, simply because it has low efficacy with respect
to its own ability to innovate. Wejnert (2002) sug-
gests that the economic conditions of the actor deter-
mine their susceptibility to influence, and a lower
resource endowment in a smaller hospital may like-
wise elicit a response to ignore the actions of others. In
other words, social influence from adopter hospitals
may provide smaller hospitals with the motivation to
change, but this is tempered by limitations in their
ability to innovate, thereby inhibiting action (Greve
2005). The opposite is true as well: to the extent
that larger hospitals have more slack resources,5 this
will enable them to act on new information when
it becomes available (Nohria and Gulati 1996). This
logic leads us to predict the following:

Hypothesis 1A (H1A). Older nonadopter hospitals
are more susceptible to the contagious influence of prior
adopters than are younger nonadopter hospitals.

Hypothesis 1B (H1B). Larger nonadopter hospitals
are more susceptible to the contagious influence of prior
adopters than are smaller nonadopter hospitals.

An institution’s decision to adopt unfolds in a com-
plex environmental and social milieu where a mul-
titude of influence sources coexist. Therefore, certain
factors would have amplifying or attenuating effects
on contagion outcomes. In reviewing the literature
on diffusion of innovations, Wejnert (2002) observes
that the investigation of interactions among diffu-
sion covariates needs further study. Size and age
are two important and recurrent predictors of orga-
nizational response to innovation (e.g., Damanpour
1991). Although these organizational characteristics
have been included in several diffusion studies, Greve
(2005) notes that the interaction of size and age has
received less attention in the literature. We theorize
that age will substitute for size with respect to suscep-
tibility to contagion. Conceptually, a substitute6 is said

5 Nohria and Gulati (1996) argue for a curvilinear relationship
between slack and innovation such that too little or too much slack
results in diminishing innovation. Other than these extremes, the
relationship is positive and linear.
6 We discuss the empirical handling of substitutes in §5.3 and
Footnote 10.

to replace or act in the place of another (Kerr 1977).
In prior studies, substitution effects have been shown
to exist when main effect variables act through sim-
ilar conceptual means to affect the outcome variable
(Howell et al. 1986) and when there is a correla-
tion between the two predictor variables (Podsakoff
et al. 1996). For example, Podsakoff et al. (1993)
show that group cohesiveness, indifference to orga-
nizational reward, and intrinsically satisfying tasks
are good substitutes for leadership skill as it relates
to performance, role perceptions, and subordinate
attitudes.
We suggest that larger hospitals have more chan-

nels for internalization of external information and
a greater endowment of knowledge resources. Some
of the benefits of size are similar to those garnered
from maturity and enable hospitals to be more dili-
gent in environmental scanning. Mature (i.e., older)
hospitals have more established relationships to sup-
port greater environmental scanning. Therefore, there
is likely to be an overlap in the resources used to
acquire environmental knowledge. This logic suggests
that hospital age substitutes for size as a driver of
susceptibility to contagion. Therefore, we hypothesize
the following:

Hypothesis 1C (H1C). Age is a substitute for size in
its positive relationship with susceptibility to the conta-
gious influence of prior adopters.

3.2. Infectiousness of Carriers
In the absence of direct experience, managers fac-
ing uncertainty about the decision to adopt a risky
and complex technological innovation frequently turn
to the actions of others. This idea is central to
the social learning process of behavior modeling
where the “role model” is frequently an admired and
respected actor (Bandura 1977). Institutional isomor-
phism argues that managers often look to admired
firms for direction, especially while assessing the
desirability of adopting complex innovations or prac-
tices (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Thus, the actions of
reputed firms are likely to be especially infectious in
spurring other firms toward adoption of innovations.
Nonadopter firms may respond in mimetic ways to
highly infectious carriers or adopter firms (March
and Olsen 1976). A firm’s status or reputation may
be an outcome of many factors including financial
performance, strategic posture, advertising expendi-
tures, or perceived social responsiveness (Fombrun
and Shanley 1990).
What types of hospitals are more likely to be

emulated by others? We draw upon the literature
on “celebrity” firms (Rindova et al. 2006), whose
actions are likely to be highly influential to non-
adopters. Celebrity firms are “those firms that attract
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a high level of public attention and generate posi-
tive emotional responses from stakeholder audiences”
(Rindova et al. 2006, p. 4). The media identifies such
leaders or celebrity firms in the journal Hospitals
& Health Networks, which releases an annual list of
the nation’s “100 Most Wired Hospitals and Health
Systems.” It is a compilation of highly acclaimed
(celebrity) hospitals. Studies have found that hospi-
tals on the Most Wired list are truly high-performing
firms and have better overall care in the areas of mor-
tality rates, patient safety, and average length of stay
(Bates 2002). A qualitative assessment also suggests
that patient flow and workflow are better in Most
Wired hospitals (Solovy 2007). Thus, in addition to
representing leading edge practice in the use of IT,
these hospitals have overall superior performance. As
a current nonadopter hospital scans its environment
and seeks to establish legitimacy by emulating pres-
tigious role models, we expect that EMR adoption by
celebrity hospitals will exert a relatively more potent
social influence.

Hypothesis 2A (H2A). Within the population of
adopters, the infectiousness of celebrity adopter hospitals
is stronger than the infectiousness of noncelebrity adopter
hospitals.

The visible accolades and recognition that celebrity
hospitals garner underscore their importance as role
models. In addition to this overt acknowledgement of
an organization’s celebrity status as a signal for emu-
lating behavior, decision makers frequently seek other
indicators of “whom to imitate.” In their study of the
diffusion of hate crime legislation in U.S. states, Soule
and Earl (2001) found states to be more influential
when there was disparity in political leanings between
the governor and the majority legislature, primarily
because these differences encouraged press coverage.
Others have used characteristics of the focal entities
(i.e., network centrality) (Strang and Tuma 1993) and
characteristics of the event itself (i.e., the severity of a
riot) to explicate infectiousness (Myers 2000).
We argued earlier that larger and older nonadopter

firms are more susceptible to contagion. In a conta-
gion context, it has been noted that the effects of some
covariates are highly nuanced in that they can simul-
taneously act to dampen susceptibility and increase
infectiousness or vice versa (Greve et al. 1995). We
now examine organization size and age once again
and suggest that size has a positive influence on infec-
tiousness and age exhibits a negative association.
Infectiousness is a social phenomenon, and the act

of noticing not only falls upon the seekers of infor-
mation but also upon those who desire to be noticed.
Larger hospitals have greater access to more resources
to publicize various achievements, such as the adop-
tion of a complex information technology. Through

such dissemination of accomplishments, organiza-
tional legitimacy can be achieved if the actions are
perceived as “desirable, proper, or appropriate within
some socially constructed system of norms, values,
beliefs, and definitions,” (Suchman 1995, p. 574).
Though findings about the role of size in cognitive
legitimacy have been mixed (Deephouse 1996), most
studies have noted that legitimacy benefits result from
increased organizational size (Dobbin et al. 1988). To
the degree that such legitimacy makes larger hospitals
more attractive role models, we predict the following:

Hypothesis 2B (H2B). Larger adopter hospitals are
more infectious than smaller adopter hospitals.

Organizational age is frequently associated with
openness to new ideas, ability to successfully inno-
vate, and a general receptivity to change (Damanpour
1991). Younger organizations are the harbingers of
technologies and products that are likely to change
the industry, and entrant firms are typically associated
with the highest probability of innovation (Huergo
and Jaumandreu 2004). In a setting characterized by
frequent technological change, it is plausible that hos-
pitals will scan the environment for pioneers of new
ideas so that they can gain insight into the shape of
things to come. Information-based theories argue that
imitation occurs because the to-be-followed firm is
perceived as having superior foresight about poten-
tial transformations. Lieberman and Asaba (2006) dis-
cuss the business-to-business start-up boom of the
late 1990s that led to herd behavior in which scores
of large businesses attempted to follow the actions
of an unproven business model constructed by small
new entrants because they viewed them as having
superior insights or ideas about a new organizational
form. Younger organizations are less likely to be fet-
tered by legacy and are more willing to adopt and
experiment with technological innovations. Within
their industry or community, more established or
older firms could learn vicariously through observa-
tions of their younger counterparts’ experiments and
actions. This leads us to predict the following:

Hypothesis 2C (H2C). Younger adopter hospitals are
more infectious than older adopter hospitals.

An implicit assumption in the conceptualization of
infectiousness as a property of the influencer is that
nonadopters attend to and notice the infected carrier.
As in the case of susceptibility to influence for non-
adopters, we theorized that the size and age of prior
adopters act independently to increase their strength
of influence. Youth signals openness to new ideas,
whereas size signals legitimacy. However, collectively,
these two traits can create a different perception
for nonadopters. When size and age are at oppo-
site extremes, this may suggest either an implied lack
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of maturity or an absence of strategic focus, both of
which are likely to make a hospital less desirable
as worthy of emulation. From a legitimacy stand-
point, for two hospitals of similar size, there is a
liability associated with being young such that the
combination yields a potentially high-risk role model.
Furthermore, an older and smaller hospital may sig-
nify reluctance to change and is unlikely to garner
attention from others. Thus, we expect the following:

Hypothesis 2D (H2D). The relationship between hos-
pital size and infectiousness is significantly influenced by
hospital age.

3.3. Physical and Social Proximity to the
Contagion Source

A core tenet underlying the social contagion logic of
diffusion is that actors within a “network” influence
each other through interaction and observation (Gaba
and Meyer 2008). A network of organizations may
be defined using a physical metaphor in the form
of spatial proximity. Alternatively, it may be viewed
through a more traditional lens of interpersonal con-
tacts between individuals. In the former case, Strang
and Soule (1998, p. 275) assert that “No distinctive
logic can be proposed—rather, spatial proximity facil-
itates all kinds of interaction and influence.” Physi-
cal proximity creates more opportunities for managers
to observe and notice the actions of others related
to innovation adoption, and also increases the likeli-
hood of knowledge spillover. Such localized knowl-
edge spillover (LKS) has been defined as “ ‘knowledge
externalities bounded in space,’ which allow com-
panies operating nearby the knowledge sources to
introduce innovations at a faster rate than rival firms
located elsewhere” (Breschi and Lissoni 2001, p. 975).
The LKS literature notes that the adoption of highly
complex information systems requires specific and
tacit knowledge (Zander and Kogut 1995). Because
this knowledge is not codified, the ability of firms to
process detailed information is limited (Simon 1991,
Wang and Chen 2004). Therefore, geographic proxim-
ity to other adopters is very important (Breschi and
Lissoni 2001, Doring and Schnellenbach 2006, Zander
and Kogut 1995). The required tacit knowledge can
be spread through face-to-face interaction, personal
relationships, or simply because there is knowledge
transfer when workers leave one firm for another. All
of these factors tend to occur with greater frequency
when the distance between entities decreases (Breschi
and Lissoni 2001). In essence, LKS aids hospitals in
overcoming the knowledge barriers inherent in a com-
plex innovation such as EMRs.
LKS is likely to be especially prevalent in hospi-

tals because of the nature and organization of medi-
cal work. Physicians are typically “free agents” who
maintain their own practice but have referral and

admitting privileges to hospitals within a circum-
scribed geographic area. A physician using EMR tech-
nology in one hospital becomes a natural source of
experiential knowledge when she interacts with col-
leagues in a nonadopter setting. This type of “infor-
mational” social influence (Deutsch and Gerard 1955)
is critical for disambiguating the innovation for the
potential adopter. Thus, we predict the following:

Hypothesis 3A (H3A). Spatial proximity to prior
adopters is positively associated with the nonadopter’s like-
lihood of adoption.

Social proximity or membership in a social group
is also important for contagious influence. Behavior
is influenced by informational exchanges during for-
mal and informal interactions (e.g., Cacioppo et al.
1982). Social proximity engenders trust (Castaldo 2008,
Putnam 1995), and influence is more readily trans-
mitted among trusted parties. For hospitals, we posit
that social proximity can be represented as member-
ship in a health system; i.e., hospitals belonging to
the same health system are part of the same social
network. A majority of U.S. hospitals (approximately
67%) are part of a health system (Federal Trade Com-
mission and Department of Justice 2004). Health sys-
tems include affiliated hospitals, physician practices,
clinics, and heath centers. We expect that the adop-
tion actions of other hospitals within the focal hos-
pital’s health system will be more influential than
others outside of the health system. Though there is
no universally accepted model for managing a health
system (i.e., centralized versus de-centralized versus
federated decision making), even in a decentralized
model, there will be strong influence from other hos-
pitals within the health system to conform to a set of
standard operating procedures. In a centralizedmodel,
with technology decisions being made at the corpo-
rate level, there is an even greater likelihood that EMR
adoption will be a function of the influence from hos-
pitals within the health systems. Managers in non-
adopting hospitals will benefit and learn from the tacit
knowledge related to technology implementation that
others within their social system have acquired. They
may believe that the experience of their close contacts
will mitigate technology adoption risks through the
sharing of best practices and lessons learned. Prior
research has found that when network actors are in
close social proximity, the density of actors who have
already adopted is an important influence on intranet-
work adoption rates (Blau et al. 1992, Knoke 1982). To
the extent that adoption within the network signals
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a lower risk of adoption and helps resolve uncertainty,
we predict the following:

Hypothesis 3B (H3B). Adoption by a hospital within
the focal hospital’s health system (in-system) is more posi-
tively associated with likelihood of adoption than adoption
by a hospital outside the focal hospital’s health system (out-
system).

4. Methods
4.1. Data
The data for hypothesis testing comes from a nation-
wide, annual survey of care delivery organizations in
the United States, conducted by HIMSS AnalyticsTM.
The HIMSS Analytics Database (derived from the
Dorenfest IHDS + DatabaseTM� used in this study
spans 1975–2005 and provides information about
3,989 hospitals, excluding government-owned facili-
ties, collectively representing approximately 85% of
the total number of hospitals in the United States. The
database is built by the provider annually through
surveys that query chief information officers and
other IT executives of hospitals.

4.2. Statistical Model
We apply the heterogeneous diffusion model tech-
nique to test the research hypotheses. The HDM is an
entity-level model for event history data, and it esti-
mates the hazard rate—the probability of the event
occurring in the next time period for a particular actor
where the event has not yet occurred—as a func-
tion of multiple predictors, while allowing hetero-
geneity within the population and over time (Strang
and Tuma 1993). Because of the interdependent nature
of the firms within a social structure (i.e., one firm’s
actions affect others), other methods cannot overcome
the significant challenges of appropriately specifying
and empirically validating these relationships (Greve
et al. 1995). HDM supports the inclusion of interde-
pendent relationships (contagion) and noncontagion
determinants simultaneously within the same model
to predict adoption (Greve 1995). Furthermore, it is
a stochastic rather than deterministic estimation pro-
cedure in that it assumes there is a random distribu-
tion in the timing of the events, coupled with ran-
dom variation within covariates. Contagion mecha-
nisms are fully explicated in HDM such that detailed
interrelations can be isolated from the standpoint of
the susceptibility of a nonadopter to influence, het-
erogeneity in influence imparted by adopters (infec-
tiousness), and social proximity within a system (see
§EC.1.1 of the e-companion7 for more details) (Myers
2000, Strang and Tuma 1993, Tuma and Hannan 1984).

7 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the on-
line version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.org/.

We use the multiplicative heterogeneous diffusion
model of Strang and Tuma (1993) as implemented in
the mhdiff SAS Proc IML macro computer routine
(Strang 1995). The population multiplicative HDM
estimates a model of the form

hn�t�= exp
[
�Xn +

∑
s∈Sn�t�

��Vn +�Ws +�Zns�

]
� (1)

where hn�t� is the hazard of the event of interest for
case n at time t; Xn is a covariate vector describing
the intrinsic propensity of n to experience the event
(i.e., adopt); � is the corresponding vector of parame-
ters, net of contagion influences; Sn�t� is the set of prior
adopters that influence n; Vn is a covariate vector
describing the susceptibility of n to contagious influ-
ence from St with � representing the corresponding
vector of parameters; Ws is a covariate vector of vari-
ables that reflect the infectiousness of s in influencing
all n; and � is the corresponding vector of parameters.
Finally, Zns is a covariate vector of proximity variables
for n and s (i.e., the pairwise-specific influence of s
on n�, with � representing the corresponding vector
of parameters (Strang 1995, pp. 1–2; Strang and Tuma
1993). The population model of Equation (1) is esti-
mated based on sample data using maximum likeli-
hood methods. As explained later, we operationalize
the variables in Equation 1 following our theoretical
arguments.

4.3. Censored Data
In this study (by most accounts) we have a priori
knowledge that more than two-thirds of the hospitals
in the United States have not experienced the adop-
tion of an EMR. These nonadopters are an important
subset of the data in that these cases are “right cen-
sored.” Right-censored data implies (1) the hospital
will never experience the event, or (2) the hospital will
experience the event but not during the time period
in which the data are collected (Singer and Willett
2003). Event-history methods incorporate the infor-
mation that an observation is censored and weight the
influence of the case accordingly (Debruyne and Reib-
stein 2005, Strang and Tuma 1993). We model entry—
or in this case, adoption—as a dichotomous event.
One advantage of the data used in this analysis is
that there is no left censoring, i.e., the first instance of
adoption is captured.

4.4. Operationalization of Variables

4.4.1. EMR Event Occurrence. The dependent
variable, likelihood of EMR adoption (ADOPT), is
measured using a dichotomous variable (i.e.,
adopted/notadopted). Drawing from recent defini-
tions, we treat an EMR as an application environment
that is composed of the clinical data repository
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(CDR), clinical decision support system (CDSS), and
the computerized patient record (CPR) (Bower 2005).
The EMR event occurrence is operationalized as the
adoption of all three components (CDR, CDSS, and
CPR). It is not required that all three technologies
be adopted in the same year, only that all three are
present simultaneously. For example, if a CDR was
contracted in 1999, CDSS in 1987, and CPR in 1987,
then the EMR event occurrence year is 1999 (see
§EC.1.2 of the e-companion).8 We assume that once
the EMR is adopted, it remains in place throughout
the timeframe sampled.

4.4.2. Social Contagion Variables. Susceptibility
to adoption is a property of nonadopter hospitals and
indicates how vulnerable they might be to the adop-
tion actions of other firms (i.e., current adopters). As
explained earlier, we expect that size and age and
their interaction are variables that predispose a hospi-
tal to be more susceptible. Size (SIZE) is operational-
ized as the number of staffed beds, and age (AGE) as
the number of years the hospital has been in existence.
The infectiousness vector yields an estimate of

the differential influence that adopters have on the
nonadopter hospitals within the population. Prior
research has operationalized infectiousness by iden-
tifying characteristics that are thought to be highly
sought after and/or influential and appropriately
coding the cases that match these characteristics.
As noted, we use the journal Hospitals & Health
Networks’s annual list of the nation’s “100 Most
Wired Hospitals and Health Systems” as a proxy for
celebrity status. We draw data from the annual survey
in the years 1999 through 2005 and count the number
of times each hospital made the list. Thus,WIRED is a
scale variable measuring the intensity of the hospital’s
celebrity, with higher values indicating greater promi-
nence.9 As might be expected, all WIRED hospitals in
the population are adopters. Finally, we include SIZE
and AGE of the adopter hospitals and their interaction
(SIZE×AGE) in parallel as infectiousness covariates.
As Greve et al. (1995, p. 416) demonstrate, “multiple

8 We note that our study investigates “adoption” rather than “assim-
ilation” or the extent to which an organization has progressed
through the assimilation lifecycle for a particular innovation stretch-
ing from initial awareness to full institutionalization (Fichman
2001, 2004). Recent data from the HIMSS Analytics EMR Adop-
tion stage model (see HIMSS Analytics 2010) suggests that approxi-
mately 80% of hospitals are still in the adoption phases rather than
the complex “use” stages.
9 The WIRED variable is not time variant in that it takes on the
value of the sum count between years 1999 through 2005 and
remains the same in every year. It should be noted, however, that
it—like all variables in HDM—is treated differently depending on
when the event (EMR adoption) occurs. Because all WIRED hos-
pitals are adopters, the variable becomes “active” as an infectious
predictor in the year in which adoption occurred and retains that
value in every subsequent year.

effects of a single variable (and by implication, high
correlations among conceptually distinct measures)
do not impede estimation when the effects are located
in different parts of the model.”
Theoretically, we argued for contagion effects aris-

ing from two forms of proximity: one based on spatial
closeness and a second on social intimacy. For phys-
ical proximity, we used an Excel® add-in program
(Spheresoft Zip Code Tools) to calculate the Euclidian
distance between two hospitals’ zip codes. These dis-
tances were compiled into a 3,989 by 3,989 matrix of
pairwise distances.
Hospitals within the same health system are treated

as socially proximate. To model social proximity,
we used a “Linked-List” design as described in the
mhdiff documentation (Greve et al. 1995), which
allows the data to be structured such that links from
the focal entity to other entities are specified. This pre-
cludes the need for a complex matrix and supports
the easy identification of influence channels. In our
particular case, for each hospital, we listed the other
hospitals (identified by a unique numerical ID) that
were part of the focal hospital’s health system, and
mhdiff, through a matching process, identified which
hospitals within the system were adopters and which
were not.

4.4.3. Propensity (Control Variables). To elimi-
nate variance for influences that are not a result of
social contagion, we include a robust set of con-
trols for firm-specific factors that may have a signif-
icant effect on a hospital’s adoption decision, i.e., its
intrinsic propensity to adopt innovations, indepen-
dent of contagion effects. Prior research has suggested
that this propensity may be a result of the struc-
tural aspects of the organization, variations in avail-
able resources, and the patient population that the
hospital serves. To capture a hospital’s propensity to
adopt EMRs, we include not only the structural char-
acteristics suggested in prior work (Debruyne and
Reibstein 2005, DiMaggio and Powell 1983, Have-
man 1993) such as the hospital’s size (SIZE) and
age (AGE), but also its stock of IT-related resources,
environmental conditions, and geographic region. We
include a geographic variable because regional varia-
tions in quality of care, Medicare spending, and acces-
sibility to care are well documented (Fisher et al.
2003a, b; Pilote et al. 1995). These propensity-specific
variables are HIT concentration (HITC), for-profit status
(PROFIT), hospital type (TEACH), number of state-level
HIT initiatives (HITINIT), percentage of budget devoted to
information systems (IS BUDGET), and three regional
dummy codes (Northeast (NE), Midwest (MW), and
South regions) identifying the Census Bureau region
of the country in which the hospital falls. Note that
we include the West region as the baseline compara-
tor, and thus its results are not presented.
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HITC is defined as the extent to which technologies
related to, and/or necessary for, the adoption and use
of EMR technologies are already present in the focal
firm. The importance of complementary technologies
to the success of EMR implementation is significant.
Research suggests that the successful implementation
of a new technology requires an already existing robust
IT infrastructure (Broadbent et al. 1999, Sambamurthy
et al. 2003). Because EMRs are often used as the con-
duit to link and aggregate data across isolated legacy
systems within hospitals, it is imperative that other
HITs be present for EMRs to perform to their poten-
tial. Furthermore, Greve (2005) argues that an organi-
zation’s capacity to absorb specific knowledge related
to an innovation is an important predictor of adop-
tion. We use HITC to control for such effects. HITC
is operationalized by calculating the number of com-
plementary health information technologies that are
adopted by each hospital, excluding those that com-
prise the EMR, as reported in the database. Our lit-
erature review identified 52 HIT applications that are
commonly used in hospitals and for which HIMSS
Analytics captures data. These technologies were cho-
sen because they are a part of the suite of clinical
and administrative technologies used in hospitals and
often discussed in conjunction with EMRs (Nenonen
and Nylander 2002). The HITC measure is the sum of
HIT applications implemented of the 52 HIT applica-
tions during the timeframe referenced.
We control for the type of hospital (TEACH) by clas-

sifying a hospital as a teaching/research hospital (1)
or not (0). We also control for resource characteris-
tics by including the hospital’s profit versus not-for-
profit status (PROFIT), (1) or not (0), and IS budget
(IS BUDGET), “on a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 rep-
resenting “under 1%” and increasing incrementally
to 10, which represents “over 6%.” Finally, we include
HITINIT because of the recognition that U.S. states
vary in the extent to which they promote HIT adop-
tion both through legislation and private and pub-
lic initiatives. States have different laws related to
EMRs—such as privacy protection—that have been
implicated in prior work as a cause of network effects
(Miller and Tucker 2009). Therefore, we control for
these environmental influences by including a contin-
uous variable that is a count of the number of HIT
initiatives underway within each state at the time this
research was conducted (HITINIT) (Angst et al. 2006).
Though recent work by Miller and Tucker (2009)

finds that there are network benefits associated with
EMR adoption, we exclude any explicit costs and ben-
efits in our model and operationalization. This deci-
sion is based on two considerations. One is rooted in
social contagion theory, which notes that uncertainties
(in this case regarding cost and benefits) lead firms to
seek information from others about the true value of

adoption. A second reason for exclusion is that even
among the adopters, the true costs and benefits of EMR
adoption are as yet unknown (Hillestad et al. 2005).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Sample Size and Computational

Requirements
We used the mhdiff macro (Strang 2001) for SAS (SAS
Institute, 2008, Version 9.2, 64 bit) on a Linux plat-
form with Sun architecture. The high-performance
computing machine consisted of two quad-core AMD
processors (eight cores) with 32 GB of RAM avail-
able for processing. Initially we used all 3,989 hospi-
tals in the analysis. Because the distance calculation
requires pairwise comparison, this yielded a matrix
of Euclidian distances that was 3,989 by 3,989. Taken
together, the size of the data set, the complexity of
the model, and the iterative nature of maximum like-
lihood estimation (MLE) did not allow us to fit the
models to the full data set (the multiple models run-
ning exhausted system resources after more than 420
hours). We incrementally increased the random selec-
tion of hospitals and determined that even a 10%
sample yielded robust coefficients, but up to a 50%
sample could be run (taking approximately 119 hours
to complete). Necessary computational time increased
exponentially with increases in sample size; thus, we
ultimately settled on a 40% sample that allowed con-
vergence of most models within 24–48 hours’ time.
We present descriptive statistics for the entire sample
and U.S. geographic regions in Table 2.

5.2. Model Fit
Although, in the general linear model, the propor-
tion of variance that is accounted for in the depen-
dent variable by one or more explanatory/predictor
variables is a useful measure of overall fit, “variance
accounted for” measures are not good indices when
working with generalized MLE models (Cohen et al.
2003, p. 503). Nonetheless, it is valuable to quantify
the explanatory power of one model as compared
with another. We report three such measures, but
caution the reader that these measures are estimates
whose properties are not well known.
Using an analogy in an MLE context between the

proportional reduction in the deviance (i.e., −2 ×
log likelihood of a fitted model) between a richer and
a simpler model, Menard (2002, p. 24) shows the for-
mulation for a likelihood ratio pseudo-R2, which we
denote R2L. An alternative to R2L is the Cox and Snell
pseudo-R2, which we denote by R2CS , and it is another
way of quantifying the difference between a more
complex and simpler model. However, R2CS does not
have a maximum value of 1, and thus it is not on
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for Full Sample and by U.S. Regions

Descriptives: Mean± std. dev. or count (% of total)

Variable All NE MW South West Description

HOSPITALS 3,989 641 1,056 1,571 720 Number of hospitals
HITC 34�43± 6�56 34�82± 5�09 32�99± 7�36 35�35± 6�31 34�17± 6�64 Concentration of HIT apps
PROFIT 665 (16.7%) 61 (9.5%) 120 (11.4%) 371 (23.6%) 113 (15.7%) For-profit variable
TEACH 334 (8.4%) 121 (19.2%) 80 (7.6%) 88 (5.6%) 43 (6.0%) Academic or not
HITINIT 16�74± 14�47 23�81± 14�47 16�24± 12�57 9�15± 3�46 27�72± 20�63 State HIT initiatives
IS BUDGET 2�84± 3�04 2�76± 2�60 3�07± 3�24 2�71± 3�01 2�85± 3�14 Percentage of budget

for IS (scale from 1 to 10)a

SIZE 183�31± 163�62 229�35± 172�85 168�09± 167�28 180�84± 164�06 170�23± 140�04 Number of staffed beds
AGE 29�37± 34�09 38�35± 43�01 33�14± 36�27 24�18± 28�19 27�12± 31�19 When hosp. opened relative to

2005 (2001 is four years)
AGE×SIZE 6�635± 12�667 9�329± 14�616 6�820± 13�172 5�734± 11�987 5�933± 11�075 Number of staffed beds

× age of hospital
WIRED b 0�24± 1�03 0�36± 1�40 0�23± 0�98 0�18± 0�80 0�15± 0�78 Number of times on Most Wired

list in past seven years

aThe mean of 2.84 falls into 1.5%–1.99% of total budget range.
bAlthough the award is entitled “The 100 Most Wired Hospitals,” the total count on average exceeds 100 hospitals per year. This occurs for two reasons:

(1) more than 100 hospitals made the list because of statistical ties, and/or (2) a health system, or a portion of a health system that includes multiple hospitals,
was given the award.

a 0–1 scale as traditional R2 measures. Nagelkerke
(1991) modifies the Cox and Snell pseudo-R2 so that
its maximum is 1, placing it back onto the famil-
iar scale, which we denote by R2N . Although we find
R2L and R2N to be most useful for comparison, we
report the Cox and Snell pseudo-R2 for completeness.
Finally, we also include the Akaike Information Cri-
terion (AIC) as a way to compare nonnested models.
The AIC is defined as the model of interest’s deviance
with a penalty factor of twice the number of model
parameters, divided by the sample size (i.e., AIC =
�Deviance + 2m�/n, where m is the number of fitted
parameters and n is the sample size) (e.g., Cohen
et al. 2003).
Based on the results of the bivariate correlation

analysis (see §EC.2 in the e-companion) and the rel-
atively low correlations, we do not anticipate multi-
collinearity to be a problem. Model estimation results
for the 40% sample are shown in the seventh col-
umn of Table 3. We first include control variables
in the model (third column), followed by the het-
erogeneous diffusion predictors (fourth through sev-
enth columns). Such a sequential analysis allows us
to compare fit in the nested models and examine vari-
ance explained as more contagion factors are entered.
An added benefit of this sequential process is that
insights can surface with respect to the behavior of
coefficients as new variables are added in different
parts of the model. Because we have no a priori rea-
son to conclude that one factor should be entered
prior to another, we alternate the order of entry
between susceptibility and infectiousness and report
the differences and cumulative effect.
As shown in Table 3, each cumulative addi-

tion yields improvements in model fit and variance

explained. Most of the propensity factors are con-
sistent across models. However, the effects of both
SIZE and AGE change from being negative and sig-
nificant in the propensity term to being nonsignif-
icant in the full model. Of the social contagion
factors, proximity contributes the most explanatory
power, although each set of predictors explains signif-
icant variance above and beyond the propensity fac-
tors (for simplicity, we discuss only the Nagelkerke
R2� R2N_Prx = 0�180; R2N_Prx_Sus = 0�273; R2N_Prx_Inf = 0�298;
R2N_Prx_Sus_Inf = 0�312; R2N_All = 0�473�. The change in
chi-squared relative to the baseline propensity model
and the full model shows a significant improvement
with each additional factor. Because both suscepti-
bility and infectiousness are nested within the full
model, we can compare their chi-squared values and
find that there is a smaller difference in chi-square
between infectiousness and the full model (��2 =
343�77) than between susceptibility and the full model
(��2 = 388�32). This suggests that the infectiousness
factor contributes greater explanatory power than
the susceptibility factor. Finally, we note that the
pseudo-R2 measures are quite variable. Cohen et al.
(2003) point out that there can be substantial variabil-
ity in the “variance accounted for” measures, even
for models as straightforward as logistic regression.
Nonetheless, the omnibus effect sizes each attempt
to convey an overarching model fit metric, which,
despite its limitations, is valuable.

5.3. Hypothesis Tests
Among the control variables, HITC, PROFIT, TEACH,
and IS BUDGET are significant, and HITINIT, SIZE,
and AGE are not significant. The Northeast region of
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Table 3 Sequential Heterogeneous Diffusion Model Results and Fit Indices for U.S. Hospitals

Propensity Propensity and Propensity and Propensity, Propensity and
Variable Variable type (controls) susceptibility infectiousness susc., and inf. all contagion Description

Hospitals Count 1,583 1,583 1,583 1,583 1,583
Propensity Propensity −10�039∗∗∗ −10�850∗∗∗ −12�549∗∗∗ −11�775∗∗∗ −13�042∗∗∗ Constant
constant (control �0�501� �0�604� �0�594� �0�645� �0�688�

variables)
HITC 0�170∗∗∗ 0�171∗∗∗ 0�168∗∗∗ 0�165∗∗∗ 0�191∗∗∗ Concentration of

�0�012� �0�013� �0�013� �0�013� �0�014� HIT apps
PROFIT −0�299† −0�548∗ −0�695∗∗ −0�611∗∗ −0�411† For-profit variable

�0�192� �0�231� �0�228� �0�230� �0�233�
TEACH 0�153 0�235 0�323 0�276 0�487∗ Academic or not

�0�212� �0�228� �0�222� �0�228� �0�224�
HITINIT 0�0017 −0�0043 −0�0025 −0�0036 −0�0061 State HIT initiatives

�0�0038� �0�0043� �0�0043� �0�0044� �0�0044�
IS BUDGET 0�035† 0�057∗∗ 0�057∗∗ 0�065∗∗ 0�069∗∗∗ Percentage of budget for IS

�0�019� �0�021� �0�021� �0�021� �0�020� (scale from 1 to 10)
SIZE −0�0019∗∗ −0�0027∗ −0�0013† −0�0021† −0�0017 Number of staffed beds

�0�0006� �0�0012� �0�0007� �0�0012� �0�0013�
AGE −0�0098∗∗ −0�0113∗ −0�0131∗∗∗ −0�0040 0�0037 When hosp. opened relative

�0�0031� �0�0048� �0�0031� �0�0050� �0�0054� to 2005 (2001= 4)
NE region 0�449∗ 0�593∗∗ 0�463∗ 0�555† 0�521∗ Dummy variable if

�0�198� �0�216� �0�216� �0�217� �0�201� hospital in NE region
MW region −0�155 −0�050 −0�062 −0�037 −0�236 Dummy variable if

�0�186� �0�199� �0�199� �0�200� �0�232� hospital in MW region
South region 0�044 −0�090 −0�026 −0�041 −0�098 Dummy variable if

�0�162� �0�180� �0�180� �0�180� �0�211� hospital in South region
Susceptibility Susceptibility 0�0030 0�018 0�039 Constant
constant �0�0020� �0�030� �0�030�

SIZE 0�000013† 0�000009† 0�000023∗∗ Number of staffed beds
�0�000007� �0�000005� �0�000007�

AGE 0�000268∗∗∗ 0�00022∗∗∗ 0�000097∗ When hosp. opened relative
�0�000038� �0�00004� �0�000048� to 2005 (2001= 4)

AGE×SIZE −0�000001∗∗∗ −0�000001∗∗∗ −0�000001∗ Number of staffed beds
�0�00000� �0�00000� �0�00000� × age of hospital

WIRED Infectiousness 0�032∗ 0�029∗ 0�032∗ Number of times on Most
�0�015� �0�015� �0�016� Wired list in past 7 yrs

SIZE −0�000068∗ −0�000051 −0�00020† Number of staffed beds
�0�000035� �0�000154� �0�00011�

AGE −0�00183∗∗ −0�00210∗∗ −0�00222∗∗ When hosp. opened relative
�0�00035� �0�00060� �0�00066� to 2005 (2001= 4)

AGE×SIZE 0�000010∗∗∗ 0�000011∗∗∗ 0�000012∗∗∗ Number of staffed beds
�0�000002� �0�000003� �0�000003� × age of hospital

Impact of Spatial proximity −0�000000 Distance in miles from
distance (distance) �0�000001� focal hospital

HEALTHSYS Social proximity 10�165∗∗∗ System influence: adoption
�0�496� by in-system hospital

Deviance test Baseline model 3�315�62 2�884�77 2�884�77 2�884�77 2�884�77 Calculations for model fit
Model as tested 3�043�55 2�473�97 2�429�41 2�404�48 2�085�64

Log Baseline model −1�657�81 −1�442�38 −1�442�39 −1�442�39 −1�442�39
likelihoods Model as tested −1�521�77 −1�236�98 −1�214�71 −1�202�24 −1�042�82

Likelihood ratio 272�07 410�80 455�36 480�29 799�13
Fit indices R2

L 0�082 0�142 0�158 0�166 0�277 Comparison tests for
R2
CS 0�158 0�229 0�250 0�262 0�396 model fit

R2
N 0�180 0�273 0�298 0�312 0�473 Note: For better fitting

AIC 0�877 1�570 1�542 1�527 1�325 models, R2 values
��2relative — 569�58 614�14 639�07 957�91 should increase as
to propensity df= 4� p < 0�001 df= 4� p < 0�001 df= 8� p < 0�001 df= 10� p < 0�001 contagion factors are

��2relative to 957�91 388�32 343�77 318�84 — added, and AIC should
full model df= 10� p < 0�001 df= 6� p < 0�001 df= 6� p < 0�001 df= 2� p < 0�001 decrease.

Note. df, Degrees of freedom.
†p < 0�10; ∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001 (standard error).
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the United States differs significantly from the West,
whereas the MW and South do not differ from the
West significantly.
H1A and H1B posited a positive relationship be-

tween a nonadopter hospital’s age and size and the
hospital’s susceptibility to prior adoptions, respec-
tively. The coefficients for both predictors are positive
and significant in the full model for the susceptibility
vector; thus, H1A and H1B are supported. In H1C,
we argued that hospital age would substitute for the
effects of hospital size on its susceptibility (see Fig-
ure ec.3 in the e-companion). The significant negative
interaction between SIZE and AGE provides support
for H1C.10

The infectiousness exerted by prior adopters was
attributed to celebrity status, hospital size, hospital
age, and the interaction of age with size. In Table 3,
we see a significant positive coefficient for WIRED,
thereby supporting H2A. Arguing that larger hos-
pitals are likely to be perceived as the harbingers
of innovation, H2B posited a positive relationship
between hospital size and its infectiousness. The coef-
ficient for SIZE in the infectiousness vector is neg-
ative and not significant (p < 0�10); thus, H2B is
not supported. In H2C, we predicted that hospital
age would negatively contribute to its infectiousness;
thus, younger hospitals are more infectious. The coef-
ficient for AGE is negative and significant, support-
ing H2C. Finally, as argued in H2D, hospital size and
hospital age interact in contributing to a hospital’s
infectiousness. Although there is a significant posi-
tive relationship for the AGE× SIZE interaction, sup-
porting H2D, the interpretation and effect of this is
somewhat complex, so it is discussed in greater detail
below.
The results for physical and social proximity (H3A

and H3B, respectively) are mixed. We argued that spa-
tially proximate adopters exert greater influence than
those adopters that are farther away from the focal
hospital. The coefficient for spatial proximity is non-
significant; thus, H3A is not supported. In H3B, the
presence of an adopter that is socially more proxi-
mate, i.e., belongs to the same health system, was
posited to be more influential than an adopter out-
side of one’s health system. The coefficient for social
proximity is highly significant, supporting H3B.

5.4. Post Hoc Regional Analyses
The dummy variables for REGION included in the
full analyses suggested significant differences across
the four regions of the United States. To explore these

10 Podsakoff et al. (1996, p. 281) note that for two variables to act
as substitutes, their main effects must be significant in the same
direction, and the interaction of the two must be in the opposite
direction of the two main effects.

differences further, we divided the sample by region
(including all hospitals in the region) and estimated
the full model separately for each region. Table 4
presents the regional results, juxtaposed with the
40% sample results used for the hypothesis tests from
Table 3.
Some differences among regions are evident, par-

ticularly with respect to the NE and West. Of note
is the effect of celebrity hospitals: in the NE, which
has almost double the number of WIRED facilities
relative to the other regions, this variable is not sig-
nificant, whereas in the other three regions it is. Addi-
tionally, distance is significant only in the MW and
West, where population density is lower, with adop-
tion by closer entities being more influential than dis-
tal adoptions.11

5.5. Discussion
In this study we sought to understand the dynam-
ics of contagion with respect to the adoption of
EMR technology in U.S. hospitals. The contagion lens
explicitly acknowledges the mutual influence that
organizations exert on each other within an institu-
tional field. We proposed hypotheses explicating the
drivers of a nonadopting hospital’s susceptibility to
influence, the infectiousness of an adopter, and the
effects of social and spatial proximity to adopters
on a nonadopting hospital’s likelihood of adoption.
Results confirm seven of the nine hypotheses. The
two that were contrary to predictions relate to the
theorized positive effects of hospital size for infec-
tiousness (negative at p < 0�10) and the influence
of spatial proximity to adopting hospitals. The full
model explains a substantial proportion of variance
(R2N = 18% versus 47%) in a hospital’s likelihood of
adopting EMRs. Therefore, it is clear that the con-
tagion perspective offers a powerful and rich lens
through which to understand and predict how EMR
technology is likely to diffuse across U.S. hospitals.
Possibly even more noteworthy is that the inclusion
of the contagion factors had a major effect on variance
explained over the propensity model (R2N = 18% ver-
sus 47%). Although the effect size of some of the con-
tagion variables is relatively small, we note that the
value reported is a per-period increase (or decrease)
and the effect is cumulative in subsequent periods. In
addition, the effects of the individual variables within
and across factors are additive, except where interac-
tion terms include both variables.
One plausible explanation for the nonsignificance

of distance in the full national sample is that with

11 The population density for U.S. Census regions is as follows:
the Northeast has 339 people per square mile, the South has 128,
the Midwest has 88, and the West has 40. See U.S. Census Bureau
(2008).
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Table 4 Results Presented by Region of U.S. and Summary Interpretations

Variable All regions Brief interpretationa NE MW South West

Propensity constant −13�042∗∗∗ Baseline propensity −14�983∗∗∗ −13�777∗∗∗ −12�598∗∗∗ −14�083∗∗∗
�0�688� �1�333� �0�900� �0�772� �1�257�

HITC 0�191∗∗∗ A hospital that has 0�245∗∗∗ 0�204∗∗∗ 0�164∗∗∗ 0�190∗∗∗

�0�014� 1 more HIT application than �0�029� �0�019� �0�015� �0�028�
another hospital is 21%
more likely to adopt an EMR

PROFIT −0�411† Not-for-profit hospitals are 34% −0�852∗ 0�603† −0�014 −0�649†
�0�233� more likely to adopt �0�403� �0�317� �0�215� �0�338�

than for-profit hospitals
TEACH 0�487∗ Academic/teaching hospitals −0�466 −0�475 −0�053 0�779∗

�0�224� are 63% more likely to �0�300� �0�321� �0�267� �0�382�
adopt than other hospitals

HITINIT −0�0061 The number of HIT initiatives 0�002 −0�031∗∗ 0�004 0�004
�0�0044� in a state is not predictive �0�008� �0�009� �0�020� �0�005�

of EMR adoption
IS BUDGET 0�069∗∗∗ A hospital that devotes 0.5% 0�117∗∗∗ 0�090∗∗ −0�021∗ 0�104∗∗∗

�0�020� more of its budget to IS �0�030� �0�035� �0�024� �0�030�
relative to another hospital
is 7% more likely to adopt

SIZE −0�0017 Size is not significant −0�0012 0�0030† 0�0022† −0�003
�0�0013� in the full model, but is �0�0015� �0�0013� �0�012� �0�002�

negative and significant in
the absence of contagion factors

AGE 0�0037 Age is not significant −0�0054 0�001 0�014∗ 0�012
�0�0054� in the full model, but is �0�0073� �0�007� �0�007� �0�009�

negative and significant in
the absence of contagion factors

Susceptibility
Susceptibility constant 0�039 Baseline susceptibility −0�036 0�083∗ −0�112∗∗∗ 0�032

�0�030� �0�102� �0�035� �0�027� �0�076�
SIZE 0�000023∗∗ Larger hospitals are 0�000054† −0�000019 0�000021∗ 0�000057†

�0�000007� more susceptible to �0�000030� �0�000027� �0�000010� �0�000034�
influence than smaller;
One standard deviation
change in size (±163.32 beds)
results in less than
1% increase in susceptibility

AGE 0�000097∗ Older hospitals are 0�00038∗ 0�00054∗∗∗ 0�000095∗ 0�00018
�0�000048� more susceptible to �0�00017� �0�00014� �0�00004� �0�00020�

influence than younger;
One standard deviation change
in age (±34.09 years)
results in less than 1%
increase in susceptibility

AGE×SIZE −0�000001∗ As SIZE increases, the −0�000001∗ −0�000001∗ −0�000000 −0�000001†
��00000� contagious effect of increased AGE, �0�00000� �0�000001� �0�00000� �0�000001�

decreases. If both SIZE and
AGE increase 1 std. dev.,
contagion drops 1.3%

Infectiousness
WIRED 0�032∗ A hospital with one more Most 0�025 0�056∗ 0�151∗∗∗ 0�066†

�0�016� WIRED awards than another �0�027� �0�029� �0�033� �0�040�
hospital is 3.3% more
infectious (influential)

SIZE −0�00020† Hospital size is unrelated −0�00030 −0�00053∗∗ −0�00029∗∗ −0�00057
�0�00011� to infectiousness, except in the MW �0�00038� �0�00017� �0�00012� �0�00043�

and South regions, where smaller
hospitals are more infectious
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Table 4 (Continued)

Variable All regions Brief interpretationa NE MW South West

AGE −0�00222∗∗ Younger hospitals are more −0�00173† −0�00423∗∗ −0�00155∗ −0�00351∗
�0�00066� infectious (influential) than �0�00103� �0�00136� �0�00079� �0�00172�

older hospitals; a hospital
that is 1 standard
deviation younger is
about 7.3% more infectious

AGE×SIZE 0�000012∗∗∗ Older, larger and younger, 0�000015∗∗∗ 0�000026∗∗∗ −0�000003 −0�000008
�0�000003� smaller hospitals are �0�000004� �0�000008� �0�000004� �0�000009�

significantly more infectious
than older, smaller and younger,
larger hospitals; influence
increases by 16.4% when
SIZE and AGE vary by 1 std. dev.

Social and spatial proximity
Impact of distance −0�000000 Distance from an adopter −0�000009 −0�000037† −0�000001 −0�000007∗∗

�0�000001� does not influence adoption, �0�000023� �0�000021� �0�000004� �0�000002�
except in the MW and West where
closer provide more influence.

HEALTHSYS 7�950∗∗∗ An adoption by an in-system 6�487∗∗∗ 8�131∗∗∗ 6�722∗∗∗ 7�831∗∗∗

�0�373� hospital is 2,835 times more �0�421� �0�430� �0�307� �0�374�
influential to a non-adopter
in that health system than
an out-of-system hospital adoption.

Model fit
Dev. baseline 2�884�77 Model fit varies between 1�334�84 1�683�99 1�889�94 1�431�52
Dev. model 2�085�64 regions with the West 870�52 1�075�74 1�314�46 731�11
LL baseline −1�442�39 providing the best fit. −667�42 −842�00 −944�970 −715�76
LL model −1�042�82 −435�26 −537�87 −657�230 −365�55
LL ratio 799�13 464�32 608�25 575�48 700�41
R2
L 0�277 Variance explained varies 0�348 0�361 0�304 0�489

R2
CS 0�396 between regions with the 0�515 0�438 0�307 0�622

R2
N 0�473 West providing the most 0�589 0�549 0�438 0�721

explained variance.

Note. LL, Log likelihood.
aThe interpretation described is referencing the coefficients for the full 40% random sample unless otherwise noted.
†p < 0�10; ∗p < 0�05; ∗∗p < 0�01; ∗∗∗p < 0�001 (standard error).

the widespread availability of real-time, rich infor-
mation facilitated by the Internet, distance is becom-
ing increasingly irrelevant as a constraint on access
to knowledge about the actions of peer firms within
an industry. We argued that physical proximity mat-
ters because of the existence of localized knowledge
spillovers. To the extent that such knowledge can now
be obtained through other channels, this attenuates
the importance of being physically close to adopter
hospitals. Our regional analyses indicated that hospi-
tals in areas with relatively lower population density
(MW and West) are significantly influenced by prox-
imate adopters, whereas those in more densely pop-
ulated areas (NE and South) are not. This is consis-
tent with the LKS argument: lower population density
increases the likelihood of competition for knowledge
workers and associated knowledge transfer across
hospitals.

With respect to the role of size in infectiousness, we
find that although the negative relationship is not sta-
tistically significant in the national sample (p < 0�10),
there are significant regional differences. Interest-
ingly, smaller-size hospitals are more infectious in
the South and Midwest, two regions with moder-
ate population density compared to the West and
Northeast. The coefficient of variation for hospital
size and corresponding 95% confidence interval limits
(in parentheses) (e.g., Kelley 2007) for the MW, South,
West, and NE are 1.00 (0.93, 1.07), 0.91 (0.86, 0.96),
0.82 (0.76, 0.89), and 0.75 (0.70, 0.82), respectively. The
fact that the coefficient of variance is significantly
larger in the MW compared to both the NE and West
(because the confidence intervals do not overlap), and
the South compared to the NE, may help to explain
regional differences, thereby causing variability rela-
tive to mean size to become a more salient factor in
managerial attention.
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Further reflection suggests several additional rea-
sons why smaller hospitals might be more infectious.
Some have noted that larger and more well-
established firms look to smaller, more agile firms to
test proof of concept and experiment with innova-
tions. These large, richly connected firms have little
trouble observing these pilot tests because consul-
tants, vendors, and analysts are quick to point out the
benefits (Lieberman and Asaba 2006). Thus, a non-
adopter hospital may believe that EMR adoption by
a smaller hospital reflects the growing importance of
the technology for future medical practice. A second
explanation may be that when a large urban hospital
adopts, no one notices, but when a small rural hos-
pital adopts, it is big news.12 Thus, to the degree that
smaller adopter hospitals are perceived to be nimble
pioneers and at the leading edge, ceteris paribus, their
behavior is more likely to be noticed and emulated.
In an effort to more fully understand the inter-

action term’s significance in H2D, and because the
hypothesized main effect of size was not confirmed
to be positive or significant in H2B, we graphed the
interaction results holding the WIRED value constant
while varying SIZE and AGE (see Figure ec.4 in the
e-companion). From this graph it is apparent that
when size and age are at opposite extremes, a hospital
is less desirable as a role model. Thus, the adoption
of EMRs by young and large or old and small hospi-
tals exerts almost no infectious influence on potential
adopters, whereas adoption by large, old hospitals is
the most contagious.
An important finding of the study is that many

of the intrinsic firm characteristics or “propensity”
factors either diminish in significance as predictors,
or their effects change substantially when the conta-
gion factors are added to the model. Thus, our results
suggest that variables that frequently appear in firm-
level research, such as size and age, are more appro-
priately modeled within the contagion terms than as
noncontagious predictors. It is also noteworthy that
the same set of hospital characteristics—its size and
age—plays a significantly different role in adopter
and nonadopter hospitals.

6. Limitations of the Research
Prior to discussing the implications of our findings,
we acknowledge the limitations of the research that
represent fruitful areas for extension. In our empiri-
cal analysis we use a dichotomous variable for EMR
adoption that may artificially inflate diffusion. Some
hospitals may own EMRs but not use them, or use
them to varying degrees. However, usage data is typ-
ically hard to obtain, specifically in the early years of

12 We thank the associate editor for highlighting this potential
explanation.

the diffusion of an innovation, as is the case with this
study. Future studies in this domain could focus on
investigating the “assimilation gap” for EMR systems
(Fichman and Kemerer 1999).
Because of the computing constraints we discussed,

we reduced the sample size to a 40% random selection
and also conducted regional analyses. However, even
with a 10% random selection, the results were con-
sistent except that the weaker coefficients approached
insignificance or became insignificant, suggesting that
the findings are robust.
We also note that our measure for celebrity firms

was not as complete as the other variables in the
study in that the Most Wired list was not published
prior to the year 1999. Although it is not uncommon
in event studies to have new information enter the
population during the timeframe under investigation,
it is methodologically challenging to appropriately
account for this influence. Thus, although the impact
of the variable WIRED does not take effect until after
1999, there is the possibility that empirically its effect
would have been noted earlier if the infectious hos-
pital adopted its EMRs before 1999. In only 36 cases
(out of 298 unique hospitals awarded) did a hospital
on the Most Wired list adopt prior to 1999. We would
also suggest that the same characteristics that subse-
quently led to being named Most Wired were present
in years prior to the award, and therefore would have
contributed to the hospital’s infectious status.
Although we included a rich set of contagion-

related variables as predictors for modeling the
diffusion of EMRs, our theoretical stance natu-
rally precluded other potentially relevant covari-
ates. For example, we were not able to tap into
any management-level data such as the propensity
to innovate or other aspects of the hospitals, such
as their decision-making model (e.g., centralized,
decentralized, federal, etc.). Such variables could be
included in future investigations of EMR adoption.
In an effort to reduce complexity in our model, we

simplified the influence of contagion. We acknowl-
edge that prior research alludes to it acting in a
more prescriptive way. For example, Strang and Macy
(2001) suggest that contagion is stronger among peers
such that firms of similar characteristics tend to mimic
each other to a greater extent than dissimilar firms.
Although this is an interesting avenue to pursue in
future work, there are significant empirical challenges
associated with a model that would take into consid-
eration large size or age differentials and the associ-
ated influence of contagion.
Finally, with respect to the findings related to

health-system membership, our theoretical logic
was constructed around a direct contagion effect.
Although contagion through a social network such as
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a health system is a likely means of spreading inno-
vations, an alternative argument is that even in the
absence of contagion, initiatives by the parent orga-
nization are likely to spread within the network. Fur-
thermore, the network externalities are likely to be
greater within a system rather than across systems.
We have considered this confound, but a remedy for
isolating these effects is not obvious and requires
future investigation.

7. Implications and Conclusions
7.1. Implications for Research
There are several theoretical implications of this
research, some of which challenge conventional wis-
dom, whereas others offer opportunities for future
research. We first discuss the implications of the
regional analysis, and next those relationships for
which alternative theoretical framing offers contradic-
tory propositions.
The variation in our results by region suggests a

need to more closely consider the implications of gen-
eralizing findings of region-based studies to a broader
population. Though we speculated that population
density and variability in hospital size are potential
drivers of regional variations, further research needs
to investigate this question in more detail before any
definitive conclusion can be reached. As noted ear-
lier, we found that proximity matters in areas where
institutions are sparse, and size matters for infec-
tiousness when there is more variation in hospital
size. The implications for theory are that there would
appear to be geographic covariates that impact social
contagion among organizations and the diffusion of
innovations. Beyond sheer density, there may be orga-
nizations such as industry associations and trade
groups that play a role in the contagion process by
reducing the uncertainty associated with the innova-
tion. Along the same lines of reasoning, LKS may be
occurring between firms across industries, especially
in regions where hospitals do not have close peer
organizations. As Gaba and Meyer (2008) note, cross-
population linkages can enable organizations to learn
from those in other business sectors. Finally, because
our definitions of regions are somewhat broader, we
expect that a more nuanced regional analysis would
provide additional insight into the dynamics of social
contagion.
As Greve (2005) points out, the finding that matu-

rity (represented as greater size and age) positively
influences susceptibility challenges conventional wis-
dom as espoused in the organizational ecology liter-
ature. We suggest that there is less contradiction in
these conflicting findings than might appear to be on
the surface, and that this may be a theoretical rather
than empirical issue. From the organizational ecology

perspective, mature firms have been shown to resist
change, largely because of inertia in decision making
and organizational action. Such a conceptualization of
maturity is arguably one that assesses a static propen-
sity rather than a factor in a dynamic social contagion
process. In contrast to a view that size and age are
impediments in innovation because they create apa-
thy in organizations, maturity provides more oppor-
tunities for learning from others. We also underscore
an important implication of our results: the interpre-
tation of coefficients in the absence of a fully specified
model with variables appropriately located could lead
to possibly erroneous conclusions.
Our sequential analysis with nested models allowed

us to gain insights about the impacts of each of the
contagion factors. In particular, our study again under-
scored the importance of social relationships in firm
behaviors, suggesting that investigations of innovation
adoption that ignore such intrapopulation linkages are
likely to be incomplete. We found that social proxim-
ity in the form of membership in a health system was
by far the strongest predictor of adoption. In addition,
we show that infectiousness is stronger than suscepti-
bility, suggesting that at a population level, the char-
acteristics of a nonadopter, although important, are
not as critical as the attributes of the spreaders in the
social ecosystem. Future studies could likewise focus
on improving understanding of the relative effects of
different sets of variables in the contagion process.
Findings from this study reinforce the importance

of theorizing about and including interactions in
examinations of social contagion. Others have noted
that this is a relatively underexplored area of conta-
gion research that merits further work (e.g., Wejnert
2002). We included interactions among SIZE and
AGE as susceptibility and infectiousness factors, but
other moderating influences are plausible as well. For
example, it may be the case that the effects of social
proximity are accentuated in the presence of physi-
cal proximity. Or that the two act as substitutes in
their effects on likelihood of adoption. A similar effect
may be envisioned across infectiousness and prox-
imity covariates, viz., spatially or socially proximate
role models are more influential than those that are
further “away.” Although methodologically challeng-
ing, future research could enrich contagion models by
including a broader set of interactions.
A significant theoretical implication of our research

relates to the conceptualization of “celebrity.” Prior
research has utilized multiple characteristics to iden-
tify role models within a population of firms (see Still
and Strang 2009 for a recent review) with an underly-
ing theoretical assumption that the actions of celebri-
ties get more noticed than those of others. However,
very few studies have investigated the underlying
microprocesses of influence transfer. In other words,
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is it learning, imitation, or some other mechanism
that is responsible for the observed effects of celebrity
firms? This question merits further research.
Finally, this study used the social contagion lens to

study the diffusion of EMRs. Although results show
that such a conceptualization explains significant vari-
ance in a hospital’s likelihood of adoption, there are
nevertheless other rival theoretical perspectives that
could be deployed to understand why there are dif-
ferences in the speed with which hospitals adopt an
innovation such as an EMR. For instance, some litera-
ture argues that firms adopt innovations as a result of
it becoming “fashionable” (Abrahamson and Fairchild
1999). Furthermore, although we implicated observa-
tion and information transmission as the mechanism
underlying social influence, our data are not granular
enough to distinguish between learning by observa-
tion, knowledge transfer, or a purely imitative learn-
ing. Future research can explore alternative theoretical
perspectives as well as different research designs that
use in-depth, qualitative analyses to isolate specific
learning processes.

7.2. Implications for Practice
As just noted, the influence exerted by adopters is
an important aspect of diffusion. To the degree that
EMR diffusion is beneficial for society, several pol-
icy interventions are available that can accelerate
social contagion and encourage wider adoption. First,
our findings suggest that the population could be
“seeded” with influential hospitals. This has already
been done to an extent as evident by regional
branches of highly acclaimed facilities (i.e., Mayo
Clinic sites in Phoenix, Arizona; Jacksonville, Florida;
and Rochester, Minnesota). Second, granting organi-
zations could offer funds targeted for distribution in
strategic, regional locations. Third, although we oper-
ationalized celebrity status using the Most Wired list,
other forms of celebrity are likely to exist and, in
fact, this may be a recursive relationship such that
celebrity firms are more likely to be WIRED, and
being WIRED further reinforces their celebrity sta-
tus. More importantly, this simply demonstrates that
influential hospitals exist and they should continue
to be acknowledged, be it through awards or public
announcements. It is also important to recognize that
these influences are likely to vary regionally. Finally,
with the recent move toward transparency of infor-
mation in health care, it is possible that metrics such
as quality of care and patient perceptions of care will
become salient drivers of infectiousness such that bet-
ter performing hospitals will become role models for
others. Thus, policy intervention to ensure that such
hospitals adopt EMRs early could increase the rate at
which contagion spreads.
We find that hospitals that are older and larger in

size are more likely to “notice” environmental events

such as increasing adoption of EMRs by others within
their ecological system and, as a result, are more
susceptible to social influence. The underlying con-
duits for this heightened environmental sensitivity
are simply more proactive scanning and denser social
relationships beyond firm boundaries. Scanning and
relationship building represent actionable manage-
rial interventions that can be proactively orchestrated
even in smaller and younger organizations. In other
words, to the degree that greater noticing contributes
to better information, managers can devise strate-
gies and structures to facilitate this. For example,
greater organizational engagement in industry and
professional associations and other similar forums
will enhance the exposure of employees to trends and
developments occurring industrywide. It is impor-
tant to underscore, however, that the response to
information gleaned through greater noticing needs
to be thoughtful. Knowledge that a given technol-
ogy is increasing in adoption among peer organiza-
tions must be juxtaposed with an internal assessment
of the technology’s fit with firm strategy, as well as
rational evaluation of the extent to which the exist-
ing organizational context will allow the gains from
the technology to be appropriated. In the absence of
such reasoned trade-offs, organizations run the risk
of succumbing to bandwagon effects (Abrahamson
and Rosenkopf 1993) and may gain limited benefits
from technology adoption.

7.3. Conclusion
The uptake of EMR systems, an important compo-
nent of transforming health care in the United States,
has been slow. First implementations date back to
the early 1970s, yet growth has been stagnant, and
only recently has it increased (Bower 2005). Bates
(2000) suggests several reasons for the slow diffusion
ranging from lack of evidence showing the impact
of EMRs, to providers’ fragmented internal struc-
ture, to poor funding for research, to lack of demand
from the health-care industry, and finally to finan-
cial constraints. Yet, Bower (2005) notes that no stud-
ies have investigated the contagious spread of HIT
at the firm or industry level. Our research addresses
this gap and demonstrates that diffusion could be
accelerated if specific attention is given to increasing
social contagion effects. The social contagion perspec-
tive is important in this context in particular because
the technology is complex and managers are seek-
ing evidence from others that the rewards of adop-
tion outweigh the risks. Although social contagion
may plausibly be present in the case of noncomplex
innovations as well, to the degree that the relative
costs and benefits of such innovations are more eas-
ily evaluated by potential adopters, influence through
observation and information transmission may be
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less potent. This study yields important insights into
what factors increase the likelihood of adoption of
EMRs, which will not only be useful for practition-
ers, but will also offer researchers directions for future
investigations.

8. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as
part of the online version that can be found at http://
mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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